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Disruptive meeting behaviors make it hard to accomplish even the most well planned

meetings. Effective meeting leaders are prepared to facilitate through these moments

of frustration to keep the meeting on track.

 

This guide contains an overview of five common disruptive meeting behaviors along

with ideas for why they occur and suggestions for how to address them. It also includes

recommendations for when and how to speak with people outside of a meeting about

their behavior.

"When everyone is clear about exactly what the
meeting will accomplish, it’s easier for people to keep

their own minds focused, and, it’s easier for you to
redirect the meeting when it does wander."
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Tangents and Rabbit Holes
Conversations naturally wander. When the discussion goes off topi or gets deep

into the details, it's time to refocus. 

People have other things on their mind so they carry the conversation in that direction.
People are processing out loud.
People care about the details and want to discuss them now.
People aren’t potted in the meeting / desired outcome so they don't realize their comments
are off topic.

Start the meeting by stating the desired outcome so everyone is reminded what this
meeting is meant to achieve.
Refer to the desired outcome when the topic doesn't relate.
Use a bike rack to capture off agenda items for a future conversation. Assign someone to be
responsible for taking the topic to the next step.
Use questions to redirect the conversation.

What to do about it:

"I want to remind us that this meeting is about Desired Outcome so I suggest we hold this
topic for later so we can accomplish this goal. I'll add it to the bike rack and Name can be
responsible for the next step."
"It sounds like this is an important conversation but I'm not sure everyone here needs to be a
part of it. Can we take this off line as a next step?"
"Sorry to interrupt but I'm struggling to see how this topic will help us get to the Desired
Outcome today. Can we get back on agenda and discuss topic this later?" 

Try saying:

Why it happens:
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Ensuring equitable air time is always a challenge. When you notice participation

is imbalanced, it's time to speak up.

Hogging the Mic

Extraverts talk to think or think better when they talk it through. 
People can be afraid of silence so they talk to fill the space.
People are unaware of their own dominance. They don't intend to hog the mic, they just
expect others to jump in.
People struggle with being succinct and find it hard to form concise statements.
People have a lot to say on the topic. It's their expertise, passion, or work.

For repeat "offenders," have a pre-meeting so they can get all their thinking / processing done
with you ahead of time.  
Let the person know before the meeting that you're really focused on facilitating so everyone
has an opportunity to share and you'd appreciate their help in making that happen. Apologize
in advance if you interrupt them to allow others a chance.
Give the person feedback after the meeting.  Let them know you noticed they spoke a lot and
share why it's a problem. Brainstorm together how to make space for others going forward.
Use an activity to get people writing instead of speaking. Then have people share what they've
written down out loud.

What to do about it:

"Name, sorry to interrupt but I think we've got your point and I want to be sure to hear from some
other folks."
"Let's hear from people who haven't shared yet first."
"I know you have lots of good thinking to share on this topic, Name, so let's follow up after the
meeting. For now, who else has something to add?"
"For this next discussion, let's start with a few minutes to write thoughts down. Then we'll go
around and share.

Try saying:

Why it happens:
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Naysaying or Not Letting Go
Disagreement is healthy for any discussion, but sometimes it inhibits a group

from moving forward. 

People naturally think “devil’s advocate” and poke holes in anything.
People are really passionate about the topic.
People are upset about something else and that carries over into the conversation.
Something from a prior meeting feels unresolved or the person disagrees with.

Acknowledge their concerns, write them down, and move the conversation forward.
Check in with the person after the meeting to see how they're feeling / thinking now that
time has passed.
Design the agenda to have time for ideation, devil's advocate and decision-making/closure. 
Refer to the norms to remind people of the expected behavior.
Remind the group that a decision has already been made and now is not the time to revisit.

What to do about it:

"We hear your concerns, Name, but for the sake of today's meeting, we need to move on. I've
made a note of them and we can have a follow up conversation to finish addressing them."
"I want to remind us that we'll have time for analyzing and critiquing the ideas later. For now,
let's just share new ideas / what we like about this idea."
"Name, this seems particularly important to you because you've mentioned it a few times. 
 We can't revisit it now since this meeting is focused on Desired Outcome."
"I appreciate your critical analysis, Name. Your perspective is so helpful, but we need to make
a decision / decide on a plan  and this situation isn't changing / we've already decided to go this
route." 

Try saying:

Why it happens:
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Multi-tasking
It's hard to stay focused with devices buzzing and other work needing attention.

When distractions take over one person, it impacts everyone.

People feel they don’t have anything to contribute or shouldn't be in the meeting. Rather than
waste their time, the do other work.
People have other ‘higher priority’ work that needs attention. They can't focus on the topic at
hand while the other work looms.
People are easily distracted and / or have ADD tendencies. Staying focused is hard for them.
People are bored with the conversation and ready to move on.

Agree to a norm around device usage e.g. No devices in meetings; Use devices only if they
support your participation; Mention at the start of the meeting if you're waiting for an
important call or email.
If it's ongoing, acknowledge it in the meeting. Ask if the person would prefer to step out to
deal with it, stand up, or put the device away.
Speak with the person after the meeting about their behavior. Explain why it's
inappropriate and brainstorm how to avoid / address it in the future. 
Say the person's name or give them a head nod.

What to do about it:

"Name, we agreed not to use devices unless they're supporting your participation. It seems
like your device is distracting you. Do you mind putting it away?"
"Name,  I get the sense you're checked out of this conversation. Do you need to step out to
take care of something?"
"Just a reminder we agreed to put devices away."
"Name, would it help you to stand up and move around?"
"Name, are you with us?"

Try saying:

Why it happens:
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People Are Late or Unprepared
When people arrive late of come unprepared, it can disrupt the conversation

and make others feel disrespected.

People are running from one thing to another and just don't physically have enough time.
There is an assumption that being late is not a big deal.
People ignore or miss the email with instructions for prework.
The prework instructions weren't clear.
People forget to do the prework or don't plan for enough time to complete it.
People assume that prework is optional and/or it will be fine if they don't do it.

Be clear about prework and the instructions. Include specific actions they must take, what is
required vs optional, how long it will likely take to complete. Send it at least 24 hours in
advance.
Ask people to send you responses to a specific question after they've completed the
prework. Follow up with anyone who doesn't respond.
Schedule a pre-meeting with critical team members who need to be up to speed on the
prework content. Use the time to review the prework with them.
Do not review prework in the meeting. Either cancel / reschedule the meeting or go forward
and respect those who did do the prework. This set's the expectation going forward.
Do not repeat the conversation for people who are late. Acknowledge they've joined and
keep going.
Assume the first 3-5 minutes of a meeting are "entry time" when planning the agenda.

What to do about it:

"Welcome Name A. We're discussing Topic. Name B, please continue."
"Since not everyone has done the prework, I don't feel comfortable having this meeting. I'm
going to reschedule for later this week and expect everyone to do prework for meeting so
that we can use our time together efficiently."
"It seems like a few people haven't done the prework. I'm not going to recap it because we
don't have time. Going forward, I expect you to do the prework and come prepares to
engage."

Try saying:

Why it happens:
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The disruptive behavior happens regularly or repeatedly.
Your attempts to redirect the behavior during the meeting isn't working.
There is an opportunity to help the person develop more effective meeting participation
skills.
The person is not self-aware and therefore unable to self-regulate.
The behavior is out of character for the person.

Shortly after a meeting during which they've displayed the disruptive behavior, invite the
person to a private conversation.
Share what you observed. Try not to make inferences or judgements, but rather state the
facts that a third party observer would agree with.
Explain the impact of this behavior and why it's a disruption. 

How is it inhibiting others from participating?
How is it keeping the group from accomplishing the meeting's desired outcome?
How is it making you or others feel disrespected?

(Optional) Let them know you don't believe they were intentionally being disruptive.
AND/OR ask if something is going on that may be negatively impacting or influencing them. 
Offer to find a solution together. Make a recommendation if you have one, but be open to
their ideas and approaches.
(Optional) Include this area of growth on their development plan.

How to address the disruptive behavior:

Let the person know you saw an improvement in thier participation.
Acknowledge how their correct / new behavior was valuable.

After you notice a behavior change:

When to address disruptive behaviors in a private conversation:

When and How to Address Meeting Behaviors

"There are many reasons why a person
behaves poorly in a meeting. But the
vast majority of times, they are not
intentionally trying to be difficult."


